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THE IMPACT OF OUT-OF-STATE MARKETS ·FOR
UTAH AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS ON
UTAH'S ECONOMY

BY
BASUDEB BISWAS
AND
TYLER BOWLES

THE IMPACT OF OUT-OF-STATE MARKETS FOR
UTAH AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS ON
UTAH'S ECONOMY
Utah farmers, like th~ rest i~ the country, are highly productive~

It

fs i ron i cal t hat the i r h i ~ h pro d uc t i v i t y br i ng s t r 0 ub1est <> the faT mer s .
Low. income elasticity· of demand for agri"cultural products and. high labor
. productivity iri agriculture depress the

~el~tive

price of agricultural

products .
An open economy provides the market for agricultural products and can
ensure a steady income for the farmers.

If a greater amount could be sold

in the worl d market, farmers woul d be free of worri es from the 1 ack of
domestic demand for their products . . So exports are very important.

If the

demand for any agricultural product increas·es it will stimulate the
production of not only that sector but ancillary sectors.

Hence; a certain

increase in demand for exports will result in a magnified increase in total
~ (G.

production and employment.

In any quantitative studYJ\ the effect of an

increase in exports onthe economy, the input-output analysis is useful.
The purpose of this paper is to use input-output analysis in assessing
the impact of exports l on Utah's economy.

Consequently, the first section

explains the methodology behind input-output analysis.

The second section

gives a detailed tabulation of Utah agricultural exports.

Section three

uses the information of the first two in estimating the impact on Utah's
economy from agricultural exports.
Section 1:

Input-Output Analysis

While various types of models could be used to evaluate the impact on
Utah's economy from agricultural exports, we have chosen input-output

IThe term "exports" as used throughout this paper including the tables
means all out-of-state shipments.

analysis because it allows us to trace the effects of a change in final
demand through the entire economy and predict the changes in industry
output. · In chosing input-output analysis,. w.e .are implicitly assuming a
Keynesian type model in which output 1S demand determined.

In this 'model,

exogeneous primary chang~s in demand induce magnif~ed ' final changes in .
output, employment, and income.

In an open economy macro model, net

exports represent an exogeneous · change in demand.
The rationale underlying input-output analysis is the interdependency
of industries:

the output of one industry (say, agriculture) requires as

inputs the outputs of other industries or even itself.

Coefficients known

as input coefficients can be derived that express these interrelationships.
Output mul t i pl i ers whi ch are used to transl ate changes in demand in one
sector into changes in total output are then derived from the input coefficients.
Keith, et al., constructed a number of multipliers from input-output
models.

Table 1 contains some of the multipliers they estimated.

Section 2:

Utah's Agricultural Exports

Because commodities frequently pass through several transfer points
before actually bei ng exported, pub 1 i shed trade stat i st i cs on U.S. exports
are not segmented into state origins.

Rather the United States Department

of Agriculture estimates states' share of exports by assuming that a
state's contribution to exports is in proportion to its share of production
or marketings (USDA, FATUS, May/June 1984).
Because of the limitations of this method, an extensive effort was
made to collect export data directly from Utah's agricultural producers and
processors.

This was done by contacting Utah agricultural producers,

processors, and shippers by questionnaires, telephone, and interviews.

TABLE 1.

Tot~l Output, Employment, and · Total Income Multipl ie-rs for
Selected Agricultural Sectors in the State of utah . .

Type of Multiplier

Sector

Total
Output

Employment

Total
Income

Dairy

2.16

2.63

2.38

Poultry

2.89

4.92

8.06

Meat Animals

2.65

4.97

4.96

Grains

2.00

2.77

1.95

Alfalfa

2.04

2.82

1.99

Fruits/nuts

2.33

2.22

2.28

Vegetables

2.00

2.21

1.86

Average

2.30

3.22

3.35

Source: Keith et. al., "An Analysis of Agriculture's Impact on Utah's
Economy Using an Input-Output Modeling Approach", study paper # 856, Utah State University, Economics Department, 1985.

This was the first attempt to estimate directly Utah's exports, and many
difficulties were

involv~d.

" Nevertheless, the iriformation
some analys~s .

~athered

is complete enough to allow for

Fairly complete data are available on the exports o'f the

following commodities:

tur~ey

meat, hay, sheep and " wool, and .live cattle.

The information on the amount of fruit exports is'quite good albeit an
est i mat e.. A1 tho ugh the 1 a r g e s.t d airy pro d uc t pro c e s s <> r i nth est ate did
not provide any information on their sales, other large dairies did; therefore, some rather good information concerning the exports of dairy products
is available.

Few of the state's beef and wheat processors provided any

data; ·hence, "educated "guesses" will be used with respect to these commodities.

Table 2 contains information regarding the exports of various

agricultural' commodities. Fo'r the reasoris 1 isted above, Table 2 does not
contain a complete listing of Utah agricultural exports.
Section 3:

Impacts on Utah's Economy From Agricultural Exports

In order to use the multipliers that were provided earlier, additional
information is needed; that information is shown in Table 3. Jobs per
thousand dollars of total gross output is needed to apply the employment
multiplier. Income per job is likewise needed for the total income multip1i

er .
Haw the data in Tables 2 and 3 along with multipliers presented in

Table 1 are used in calculating the impact of exports on the state's
economy is best explained by an example. Take the amount of dairy product
exports in 1984 of $252,337 thousand and multiply it by the jobs per
thousand doll ar of total gross output; the product (3,532.7) is the number
of jobs in the dairy industry created directly by dairy product exports.
Multiply this amount (3,5327) by the employment multiplier in the dairy

TABLE 3.

Relationship.s Among Total Gross Output (TGO), Employment, and
Income .i n Utah'.s Agri cu 1tura 1 Sectors .
. Jobs/$1,000 .TGO

Income/Job
(1972 terms)

Dairy

.014

$ 8,400

Poultry

.010

3,600

Meat Animals

.007

4,200

Food & Feed Grain
(including hay)

.011

4,400

Fruits

.024

8,500

Vegetables

.020

8,700

Sector

Source:

Same as Table 1.

industry (2.63); the resulting product (9,291) is the total number of jobs
attributable to the $252,337,000 of dairy product exports: both those
created

dire.~tly

?nd those created indirectly by .the: r.espending effect.. The

total income effecf ' is arrived at by multiplying' the number of jobs. those
dairy exports ' createq in the dairy industry ·(3,532.7) by the income per job
in that sector ($8,400) and then multiplying the· re·sulting product by the
tot ali nco memu 1 tip 1 i e r i nth e d air y ·i nd us try (2.38); th ere s u1tin g
$70,625,738 is the amount of income in Utah that can be attributed to dairy
product exports.

The total

output effect is simply calculated by

multiplying dairy product exports exports ($252,337,000) by the total
output multiplier (2.16); the result is a total output effect of
$545,048,000. The above figures for the other sectors in Utah's agricultural industry were calculated in similar fashion and are shown in Table 4.
As ·an examination of Table 4 will reveal, the total output effect from
agricultural exports in 1984 was around $1.5 billion. These exports also
generated 22,561 jobs and $131,505,000 of income in the state in 1984.
Without comparing these numbers to something, they appear rather significant. But to really determine their significance and hence the impact of
agricultural exports on Utah's economy, these figures need to be compared
to something. It would be insightful to compare the total output effect of
$1.5 bilion to a figure representing Utah's gross output, but such a figure
is unavailable; therefore, only employment and total income effects will be
compared to total state employment and total labor and proprietors income.
Table 5 contains such information for comparison. As Table 5 shows,
according to the data and methods of estimation presented, agricultural
exports contribute a little over 1 percent to Utah's total labor and
proprietors income and about 3.5 percent to total state employment. Whether
these are significant levels depends upon the definition of significance;

. ..

TABLE 4.

Total Output, Employment, and Tota1 Income Effect . From Utah
Agrj cultural Exports. .

Effect via the Respective Multiplier
Total
Income

Exports

Total
Output

($1,000)

($1,000)

252,337

545,048

9,291

70,626

22,656

65,476

1,115

6,574

287,063

760,717

9,987

41,861

Grains

13,000

26,000

396

1,230

Alfalfa

17,173

35,033

533

1,654

Fruits/nuts

8,650

20,155

461

4,023

Vegetables

13,000

26,000

575

4,207

4,502

10,355

203

1,330

618,381

1,488,784

22,561

131,505

Sector

Dairy
Poultry
Meat and
meat animals

Wool
Totals
Source:

Compiled from data in Tables 1-3.

Employment

($1,000)

TABLE 5.

The Impact of ouf-of-State Markets for Utah
on Utah's "Economy.

Agric~ltural

Products

Income
Total labor and proprietors
income (1983) ($1,000)
Contribution to income
from agricultural exports
( 1984) ($1,000)
Percentage Agricultural
exports contribute to
state income

10,915,247

131,505

1.2

Employment
Total employed persons
(1984 avg) (1,000)
Contribution to employment
of agricultural exports
(1,000)
Percentage agricultural exports
contribute to total state
employment
Source:

646

23

3.6

Compiled from data in previous tables and University of Utah,
Bureau of Economic and Business Research, Utah Economic and
Business Review, June, July and August, 1985.

that is left to the reader. In any event, our conclusion is that agricultural exports do contribute a measurable .amount of income and employment
tot he s tat es "s e con 0 my but the

0 v era 11

. s tat e e con 0 my w0 u1d not s.u f fer

much if t~ese markets were withdrawn. However, . agr. ic.~ltural exports ar'e
very important to the agri cu 1tura 1

se~tor

and i ndeed all important to the

individual processors and producers who sell their products out-of-state.
Policy Applications
Much attention has been directed recently to the need for Utah to
develop additional markets for its agricultural products (Snyder and
GloverL The Committe on International Trade and .Foreign Relations,
National Governors' Association, reports that Utah currently has in place
seven major programs promoting exports. The recent appointment of a
Director of Marketing for the Utah Department of Agriculture and ' a trade
mi ssion tri p by the Govenor provide further evidence that resources are
being applied at the state level to the development of additional markets.
Perhaps this study provides at least a measurement of existing benefits of
out-of-state markets which can be used by policy makers in deciding how
actively to pursue additional markets.
Another question that needs to be addressed is if Utah is to spend
money developing markets,

--

shou~

markets or international markets.

it be spent in developing interstate
Some light can be shed on that question

by breaking down Utah's agricultural exports into interstate and international. Table 6 does that for four comodities on which data are
available. It is clear from this table that except for hay the large
majority of Utah agricultural exports are to other states. Is it not more
rational from a cost-benefit perspective to expand existing nearby markets

TABLE 6.

Breakdown of Utah Agr i cu 1 tura 1 Exports_ I n to I nter-n at i ona 1 and
Interst~te for Selected Commodities~ 1984, (~1,000)
Exports

Commodity or
Com mod i tygroup

Total

International

Percentage
International

Dairy Products

252,337

1,800

.71

Live Animals
and Meat

287,063

8,700

3.03

Turkey

22,656

236

1.04

Hay

17,173

7~873

45.85

Source:

The estimates of Utah's international exports of dairy products
and live animals "and meat are from USDA, FATUS, March/April, 1985;
international exports of turkey and hay are from author's
interview questionaire; total exports are from Table 2 and thus
the sources that were used to compile that table.

than to develop

almost non-existing markets over seas? That is a question

policy makers need to consider thoroughly.
Summary
Utah agricultural exports were tabulated in this study and then multi p1 i ers were used to est i mate thoe i mpact
ec6nomy. We estimated that

~f

these exports ono the Utah's

agri~ultural

exports contribute around $1.5
o
billion to total gross ~utput, 1 percent of income, and 3.S op ercent of

total employment in Utah's economy. We suggested that state officials
revi ew the current °po 1 i ci es di rected towards deve 1opi ng markets for Utah
agricultural products in light of the information provided in this study.
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